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42 Red On Four Aaseng Nate Teens Chip Demory is a high school 
football player who has dreams 
of making the starting line up on 
his team, which turns out to be 
harder to achieve than he had 
dreamed. At practice he 
experiences name calling and 
insults from other players. But, 
Chip presses on and his 
determination pays off in the 
end! He is surprised to learn that 
some things are actually more 
important to him than being a 
star player. 

TAa

Martin Luther Alex Ben Teens One of the greatest leaders 
ever, we learn that it is 
necessary to ask hard questions 
in the search for truth, and what 
God can do through an 
individual who sticks to the 
Word of God.

TAl

Young Rebel In Bristol  
(Biography of Georage 
Mueller for Teen-Agers)

Bailey Faith Coxe Teens A biography of George Mueller 
for Teen-Agers. George's youth 
was dominated by worldly things 
and an unfaithful lifestyle. 
However, in his later life time he 
lived an outstanding life of faith. 

TBa 



Love's Beautiful Dream Bacher June Masters  Teens An extraordinary story of the 
triumph of faith and commitment 
between two. Courtney Glamora 
and Clint Desmond prepare for 
their upcoming June dream 
wedding. But, all of a sudden 
they are faced with trouble and 
danger when Clint's two half-
brothers suddenly show up in 
town. Trouble strikes and steals 
away their joy. Courtney is left in 
a position where she must risk 
her life for love.  

TBa 

A Stitch In Time Tracy V. Bateman / 
Carol Cox / Cathy 
Marie hake / Vickie 
Mcdonough 

Teens The Stafford siblings held 
together a legacy of faith and 
family history. When true love 
shows up each one of them is 
unable to recognize it, because 
previously they perceived love 
through the lense of prejudices, 
false assumptions, and 
misleading disguises; blinding 
them from seeing God's own 
plan

TBa 

Second Chances Baer Judy Teens Todd Winston, a high-school 
quarterback was living the life of 
his dreams. He had a lot going 
for him, from being handsome, 
having a girlfriend, and a great 
personality, to a certain future 
ahead of him. Until, he 
experienced a serious injury 
while playing football, leaving his 
entire future in uncertainty. Todd 
believed that he'd lost 
everything. He goes in search of 
what was left. 

TBa 



The Door Within Batson Wayne Thomas Teens Aidan Thomas can travel 
between worlds, and he is 
training to become the twelfth 
knight of an elite unit. Can he 
handle the fate of two worlds? Is 
he ready to risk everything and 
trust the one true king?   

TBa 

Valerie Benton John Teens " Arrested for prostitution, 
Valerie was unable to stop the 
horrible suicide of another 
inmate. But what she saw and 
knew about her friend's death 
made her a very real danger to 
her captors, who arranged for 
her to be released in custody of 
"Uncle Harvey". In return for her 
freedom, she was forced to work 
in Harvey's massage parlor, 
where she found life to be as 
dangerous as ever. There 
seemed to be no way out for 
Valerie - no place for safety - no 
friends who could be trusted - no 
future. Would she be better off 
back on the streets? Valarie will 
show you that there is always 
hope and help available, if you 
will only reach out to claim it." 

TBe

Marji and the Gangland 
Wars 

Benton John Teens Marji Parker tests God's ability 
to protect her when she tests 
her limits among the dangers of 
being in a gang, and the kind of 
troubles that come along with 
living in a gang.

TBe



Snowboarding... To The 
Extreme

Brouwer Sigmund Teens Kegan Bishop is a talented and 
well known skier. He has 
decided he wants to transition to 
snowboarding. Bizarre things 
begin to happen to the other 
kids he hangs out with on the 
hill. Kagan doesn't know it yet, 
but he's about to experience the 
biggest ride of his life 

TBr

Boyfriends And Boy Friends Booher Dianna Teens Leanne Markward finds herself 
in a position where she is torn 
between liking two boys. She 
must decide where her loyalty 
lies. 

TBo

Skydiving... To The 
Extreme

Brouwer Sigmund Teens Jeff Nichols works at a local 
flight school. He is faced with 
danger when he goes up against 
his biggest rival who had 
planned to attempt a dangerous 
skydiving maneuver.  

TBr

Scarlet Thunder Brouwer Sigmund Teens Trenton Hiser follows in his 
famous uncle's footsteps, all the 
way to the world of stock-car 
racing’s top level. Their racing 
dreams are turned upside down 
when they realize the dangers 
involved. He has to decide if 
following his racing dreams are 
worth the dangerous risks. 

TBr

Maverick Mania Brouwer Sigmund Teens The Maverick team is on their 
way to the national soccer 
championships. Trouble strikes 
when their team's star player 
disappears. That when 
teammate Matt Carr embarks on 
a mysterious journey to find him.

TBr



{Tyrone's Story}Degrees Of 
Guilt

Brouwer Sigmund Teens "A trilogy that gives three 
perspectives on one tragic 
event. To know the truth you 
have to get the story from all 
sides." 

TBr

All-Star Pride Brouwer Sigmund Teens Hog Burnell plays hockey on the 
All-Star team, which is made up 
of WHL's young hockey players. 
They've almost made it to the 
NHL, all they have to do is beat 
the Russian All-Star team. Hog 
is happy to be a part of the team 
especially when he discovers 
money is involved in it. If he's 
willing to pay the price, there's a 
lot more money to be made 
along the way.

TBr

Rebel Glory Brouwer Sigmund Teens Seventeen year old Brian 
Thomas McPhee is on his way 
to making it as a pro hockey 
player. His plans are interrupted 
when players on his team 
experience several accidents. 
McPhee doesn't believe it's all a 
coincidence, so he goes in 
search of answers. But this 
distracts him from contributing to 
the team. 

TBr

Pilgrim's Progress A Beka Book Teens ?? PR ???

Pilgrim's Progress Bunyan John Teens A classic story of Christian's 
journey from the City of 
Destruction (this world) to the 
Celestial City (Heaven).

TBu

Pilgrim's Progress 
(Simplified edition) Bunyan John Teens 

A classic story of Christian's 
journey from the City of 
Destruction (this world) to the 
Celestial City (Heaven). TBU



Prison To Praise Carothers Merlin Teens "This is not a book about a 
prison with bars, but about a 
prison of circumstances - and 
how to be set free!" 

TCal

Notes From A Spinning 
Planet Ireland

Carlson Melody Teens Nineteen-year-old Maddie has 
never been exploring before, but 
she's about to embark on an 
adventure in a new country, 
Ireland. She was expecting to 
feel excited, but really he's 
frightened. Maddie begins to 
discover more about what she 
really wants from life. 

TCa

{Miranda's Story} Degrees 
of Guilt

Carlson Melody Teens "A trilogy that gives three 
perspectives on one tragic 
event. To know the truth you 
have to get the story from all 
sides." 

TCa

Just Another Girl Carlson Melody Teens " At seventeen, she'd like to 
date, hang with friends, maybe 
even find a summer job. 
Instead, she's stuck at home 
with her younger sister - who 
seems to get needier by the 
minute. Her older sister is all 
about, well ... herself. And 
Aster's parents .... Don't even 
ask. But things are about to 
change" 

TCa

As Young As We Feel Carlson Melody Teens In a small town in Oregon, four 
first grade girls, who all have the 
same name, become best 
friends and form a club. They 
plan on being friends forever. 
Forty-seven years later they are 
brought back together for a 
class reunion, but their lives look 
a lot differently than they had 
planned them to be. 

TCa



Accused Cantore Janice Teens Carly, an officer involved in a 
shooting is sentenced to a desk 
job, though she continues to try 
and solve cases behind the 
scene. Working on this case is 
putting her in harm's way, but 
this is her chance to prove she 
isn't a broken cop. Her 
professional life is on track but 
her personal life is not, as her 
and her husband have some 
issues to resolve.

TCa

Thomas Skyler Foothills 
Preacher

Connor Ralph Teens Thomas Skyler, a young 
cowboy, is sent on his first 
mission as a pioneer preacher, 
but he isn't easily liked or 
welcomed by the other cowboys 

TCo

April In Love Clifford Laurie B. Teens Eighteen-year old April 
Pennington is on a quest to fall 
in love and get married, when 
she is offered a research job 
with her professor, who she is 
interested in. She takes it! She 
discovers that one of her 
professor's previous students 
has dropped out. Now April 
thinks a relationship between 
them is impossible. 

TCl 

The Harbinger Cahn Jonathan Teens " Hidden in an ancient biblical 
verse from the Book of Isaiah, 
the mysteries revealed in The 
Harbinger are so precise that 
they foretell recent American 
events down to the exact 
days..." 

TCa



The Forester's Secret Coughlin Joseph W. Teens " Sixteen-year-old Bruce Knight 
finds himself in the thick of 
mystery and adventure when his 
Brigade squad embarks on a 
camp-out in Herrington Forest."

TCo

Simple Gifts Copeland Lori Teens TCo

Teens 
Deceit Collins Brandilyn Teens Joanne is determined to take 

down Jackson who has 
committed two murders. He is a 
member of the church and still 
freely walks the streets.

TCo

Swept Away Connealy Mary Teens "When a cowboy focused on 
revenge encounters a woman 
determined to distract him 
there's going to be trouble in 
Texas!" 

FCo1

Petticoat Ranch Connealy Mary Teens Sophie Edwards is managing life 
on her own just fine. Yet, she 
cries out to God for help. He 
provides her with a man. Will 
she learn to accept the help 
from this man?  

TCo

Levi's Will Cramer W.Dale Teens " A book that powerfully portrays 
the relationships between 
fathers and their children, the 
bitterness of rejection and the 
redeeming power of friendship, 
faith and forgiveness"

FCr



Scared Davis Tom Teens  Stuart Dabiels once had it all 
going for him, until one day he 
was left with nothing. In an 
attempt to redeem his career, he 
travels to a small African country 
on a make-or-break assignment 
covering the AIDS crisis. He 
meets an orphan fighting for 
survival. Stuart’s life is turned 
upside down and his life is 
changed forever.

TDa

Frasier Island Davis Susan Page Teens Ensign Rachel Whitney is a 
member of the U.S Navy and 
has been assigned to a highly 
classified secret mission. She 
must save America from an 
enemy attack. Her and her team 
only have a few resources and 
their faith in God to protect them 
from danger. 

FDa

The Crooked Gate Donahue Marilyn Cram Teens Case is forced to stay with his 
Aunt, and everything seemed to 
go wrong while he was there

TDo 

Be Intolerant Dobson Ryan Teens Learn how to backup your 
beliefs and be intolerant - in 
love. 

TDo 

To Catch a Golden Ring Donahue Marilyn Cram Teens Jessica, Angie, and Con live in a 
slum of a town and have dreams 
of getting away. Their only way 
out is a college scholarship. But 
Con had different plans that 
almost cost him his life. 

TDo 

Somebody Special To Love Donahue Marilyn Cram Teens Took's has a second chance at 
making an impression on Tina. 
He used to be known as a loser, 
but he has changed by the 
grace of God. Will he be able to 
explain this to Tina? 

TDo 



2Die4 Dobson / Smith Ryan / Brian Teens The dangerous truth about 
following Christ

TDo 

Pearl Makers Fuentes Vilma May A. Teens Six stories about children in the 
Philippines

TFe

The Veritas Conflict Feldhahn Shaunti Teens Claire Rivers, a Harvard 
freshman student, is 
enthusiastic to start the 
semester. However, she is not 
prepared for the challenges she 
encounters to her Christian faith

TFe??

Missouri Gateways Ford Aisha Teens "Two women aren't convinced 
that love will work for them... But 
when romance appears, will 
these four young, professional, 
African-American women have 
the faith to believe in the real 
thing."

TFo

Passing by Samaria Foster Sharon Ewell Teens "A story of despair and hope, 
betrayal and forgiveness, 
bondage and freedom. It is a 
story with medicine for the heart 
and balm for the soul." 

TFo

A Young Woman's Call to 
Prayer 

George Elizabeth Teens Strengthen your relationship with 
God by learning how and when 
to pray and spend time with HIm

THe

Home to Crossroads Ranch Goodnight Linda Teens Rainy Jernagen thought that her 
heart was full because her home 
was full with the foster children 
she'd taken in. But her heart 
was not completely full. She 
goes on a mission to convince 
her cowboy neighbour that her 
family wasn't full until he joined 
them.

TGo

Colleen Gibson Eva Teens Colleen sets out to prove she is 
capable of being independent on 
her own. But, she faces many 
obstacles along her way. 

TGi



Stories for the Extreme 
Teen's Heart

Gray Alice Teens Multiple stories from teens that 
celebrate teens who are saying 
yes to God

TGr

Strangers in the Chat Room Hafer Todd and Jedd Teens A story that provokes the 
question: how far would you go 
to prove your faith? 

THa

Fast Track Hampshire Anthony Teens A young boy strives to become a 
professional racing driver, but he 
doesn't have the money to get 
where he had dreamed of going

THa

Full Throttle Hampshire Anthony Teens A young boy strives to become a 
professional racing driver, but he 
doesn't have the money to get 
where he had dreamed of going

THa

On The Limit Hampshire Anthony Teens A young boy strives to become a 
professional racing driver, but he 
doesn't have the money to get 
where he had dreamed of going

THa

Do Hard Things Harris Alex & Brent Teens A revolutionary message in 
its purest and most 
compelling form, giving 
readers a tangible glimpse of 
what is possible for teens 
who actively resist cultural 
lies that limit their potential.

T Ha

Title Run Hampshire Anthony Teens A young boy strives to become a 
professional racing driver, but he 
doesn't have the money to get 
where he had dreamed of going

T Ha

True Valor - Book 2 in the 
Uncommon Heroes Series

Henderson Dee Teens Deployment orders sent them 
overseas. Separated by 
distance, they wrote love letters.  
When she's shot down behind 
enemy lines, he's got one 
mission - get Gracie out alive.

T He



True Honor - Book 3 in the 
Uncommon Series

Henderson Dee Teens They called her from retirement 
for one more war. He was 
fighting on the front lines. A war 
romance has begun.

T He

Vinegar Boy Hawse Alberta Teens " A young boy's encounter with 
Christ on the Cross." 

THa

Seeing Things Hill Patti Teens " A story about family, 
reconciliation, and hearing from 
God in unexpected ways." 

THi

Founders of The Salvation Booth William and 
Catherine

Teens "William and Catherine Booth 
set out in 1861 to share the 
gospel to whoever whomever 
would listen."

THc

Truth Unplugged Maselli Gena Teens " Stories for girls on faith, love, 
and things that matter most." 

THB

The History of our Bible A Ladybird Book Teens A story about the men who were 
persecuted for their attempts at 
translating the Bible into 
everyday language, their hopes 
and sufferings, and their 
success. 

THu

A Wolf Story Huggins James Byron Teens " A beautifully written novel of 
savage conflict and desperate 
faith revealed in a great gray 
wolf's battle to save his world 
from forces of darkness." 

THu

Mending Places Hunter Denise Teens A story about one women 
harboring a painful past and one 
man hiding a mysterious secret 
who live two lives indelibly 
intertwined

THu

Quest For Celestia James Steven Teens After encountering what he 
believes to be a wizard, Kadin's 
life begins to deteriorate. Out of 
desperation he sets out on a 
journey to be healed

TJa

Coldwater Revival Jenkins Nancy Jo Teens Emma Grace Falin must 
confront the guilt and shame of 
a devastating event that has 
haunted her since childhood

TJe



Janell Jenkins Jerry B Teens Janell stirs up trouble in her ex's 
new marriage. This presents 
one of the most difficult cases to 
the detectives. 

TJe

Double Exposure Wierenga Kathy Teens When Hannah gets involved in 
an unexpected romantic 
entanglement, her world comes 
crashing down. She's not sure 
what to do or if God would listen 
to her. 

TJo

Lambs Of The Lie A Novell Johnson Lisa Halls Teens  "The story of Jeff and Deanna, 
two high school juniors. Ignored 
by their parents, both basked in 
the radiant love of Shep and the 
children of his flock. How much 
more sacrifice would their 
commitment to the Flock 
require?" 

TTe ??

If I Could Ask God One 
Question 

Johnson Greg Teens Answers for young Christians TJo

Stuck in the Sky Johnson Lissa Halls Teens "Uncertainty plaques Jacie as 
the things she loves are put to 
the test."

TJo

Bad Girl Days Johnson Lissa Halls Teens Jacie's life is falling apart, and 
so is her faith in God. She feels 
as though God has abandoned 
her. Instead of seeking Him, she 
turns to earthly things. Her 
friends are worried that she may 
never find her way back home 
again. 

TJo

Croutons for breakfast Wierenga 
Buchanan

Kathy Teens Hannah and Jacie leave for their 
mission trip. They are so 
excited. Their plans do not go 
how they had planned. Jacie 
gets sick, and Hannah keeps 
making mistakes. They wonder 
why God would bring them all 
this way and not use them. 

TJo



Fast Forward to Normal Vogel Jane Teens Hanna learns that without 
personal sacrifice, all her 
actions for God mean nothing. 
Will she do what she knows God 
is asking of her? 

TJo

Trapped In The Secret 
Passage 

Kabus Dieter B. Teens Five children get trapped in a 
secret passage. They wander 
around trying to find a way to 
escape. They wonder if anyone 
will come to rescue them.

TKa

Mighty Man Of Valor Keller W. Phillip Teens This book provides a faith-
building study of a hero all of us 
can identify with - and the 
version of God's enabling power 
all of us need. 

TKe

Nightshade Kendig Ronie Teens Former Navy Seal Max Jacobs 
struggles with war-related 
PTSD. He joins a black-ops 
group which eventually is sent 
on a mission to rescue a 
missionary family

TKe

Ransom's Mark Lawton Wendy Teens "This book fills a noticeable gap 
in the tween fiction category; 
based on genuine personalities 
both books portray young people 
who can be role models for 
youth today."

TLa

Courage to Run Lawton Wendy Teens A story based on the life of 
Harriet Tubman 

TLa

SummerHill Secrets .1 Lewis Beverly Teens " Merry Hanson, a very modern 
fifteen-year old living in 
Pennsylvania's Amish country, 
as she faces the true-to-life 
struggles and heartful triumphs 
of growing up to be the best she 
can be in God's eyes." 

TLe



The Future Door Lethcoe Jason Teens Griffin Sharpe and his uncle 
become detectives in London  
since Sherlock Holmes 
retirement

TLe

Cry of the Tiger Little Angela Teens The amazing true story of Tony 
Anthony a Kung Fu world 
champion

T Li

The Belonging Place Little Jean Teens Elspet Mary is very familiar with 
loss. To navigate her last loss, 
she has to travel across the 
ocean to a new land, and she is 
frightened by this. 

TLi

In Time if Trouble Lindquist N.J. Teens A book about discovering how to 
trust yourself when you feel as 
though you can not trust anyone 
else.

TLi

Oklahoma Summer Lutz Norma Jean Teens  Marcia has to prepare for a 
horse show all on her own, 
because she doesn't trust her 
coach. 

TLu

Making and Keeping 
Friends

Lutes, Bearss Chris, Kirs Teens Help and encouragement for 
building building better 
friendships.

TLu

Good-bye Beedee Lutz Norman Jean Teens Marcia has to choose to either 
continue living on the ranch or 
move back to the city with her 
dad and step mother

TLu 

Once Over Lightly Lutz Norma Jean Teens Marcia enters a horse show 
competition and she meets a 
man who tries to sabotage her

TLu

Kyra's Story Degrees of 
Guilt

Mackall Dandi Daley Teens "A trilogy that gives three 
perspectives on one tragic 
event. To know the truth you 
have to get the story from all 
sides." 

TMa

The Gold Thread Macleod Norman Teens A touching story of saving faith 
for young children

TMa

The Story Of Mary Jones 
and Her Bible

M.E.R Teens "This little book tells how one of 
the least of seeds has growns to 
be greatest of trees." 

TMe



Drummer Boy At Bull Run Morris Gilbert Teens A story about heartbreaking 
seperation of friends caused by 
the beginning of the Civil War. 
Two families are forced to say 
goodbye

TMo

Flight of the Eagles Morris Gilbert Teens Joshua is a fourteen year old 
boy who wakes after a 50 year 
sleep to find that he has 
escaped nuclear war

TMo

The Sword of Camelot Morris Gilbert Teens  A spiritual leader sends seven 
sleepers on yet another 
adventure

TMo

The Gates of Neptune Morris Gilbert Teens After escaping from the army 
Josh and his friends must face 
unbelievable odds and fight up 
against the traitors

TMo

The Caves that Time 
Forgot 

Morris Gilbert Teens The Seven Sleepers face fear 
as they set out on their mission 
to the caves.

TMo

Empress of the Underworld Morris Gilbert Teens The Seven Sleepers are sent on 
another mission but this time 
Abby stays behind. 

TMo

Voyage of the Dolphin Morris Gilbert Teens The Seven Sleepers go on 
vacation, and trouble comes 
their way.

TMo

Attack of the Amazons Morris Gilbert Teens The Seven Sleepers face their 
greatest mission. They face 
danger as they descend into the 
jungle

TMo 

Escape with the Dream 
Maker

Morris Gilbert Teens Goel's most trusted servants 
have disappeared

TMo

The Spell of the Crystal 
Chair

Morris Gilbert Teens Goel sends the Seven Sleepers 
to spoil the Dark Lords plans 

TMo

The Final Kingdom Morris Gilbert Teens Goel sends the Seven Sleepers 
on their last mission before the 
final battle with the Dark Lord

TMo

Dear Angie, your family's 
getting a divorce

Nelson Carol Teens Angie is faced with trouble when  
parents aren't getting along

TNe



Shine Newsboys Teens A book that conveys the 
message: Be the change you 
want to see, which is a message 
found in  Matthew 5:16. 

TNe

Ryun's story degrees of 
betrayal

Nesbit Jeff Teens "Betrayal comes naturally - 
where you stand will determine 
who's to blame - but there's 
always more than one side of 
the story"

TNe

Winter Song Oxley Dorothy Teens A story about Frans winter, and 
the miracles she encounters

TOx

Andy Logan and the 
Oregon trail mystery 

Palmer Bernard Teens ???? TPa

Brad Foster Engineer Palmer Bernard Teens A book that reminds us that 
Christ can be served in every 
walk of life when we question 
what we should do with our life

TPa

To See His Way Paul Kathleen Teens A reminder to  us that God's 
plan for our life is perfect, and 
that He considers eve the 
smallest of details including who 
makes up our family

TPa

My Truth, Your Truth, 
Whose Truth?  

Petersen Randy Teens Discovering Absolutes in a 
Relative World

TPe

Shadow Of Fear Peart Jane Teens Will an act of desperation come 
back to threaten Chally's 
newfound love? 

TPe

Teens 
The Wind Blows Wild Palmer Bernard Teens  "A novel about a young 

Solteaux Indian in the Canadian 
North. Based upon a true story, 
this book traces the trials and 
tribulations of Alex Letiberte in 
this old life and his new." 

TPa

Submerged Pettrey Dani Teens "A story about faith, suspense, 
the power of forgiveness, and 
second chances"

TPe



Just David Poter Eleanor Teens A story about a young boy who 
is suddenly orphaned and has to 
adjust to a new way of time in 
what feels like a whole new 
world 

TPe

Enough Samson Will Teens This book addresses the idea of 
finding contentment o this age of 
excess 

TSa

In His Steps Sheldon Charles Teens A book about The Chapel of the 
air and there well known 50-day 
Spiritual Adventure

TSh

Choosing My Religion Sproul R.C. Teens This book asks you to finish the 
sentence, " I believe in ....". This 
book evaluates the only two 
foundations for belief.

TSp

The Case For Christ Strobel Lee Teens  A book which receives the facts 
of who Jeus was 

TSt

Tina's Reluctant Friend Stahl Hilda Teens A story about feeling nervous 
about certain friendships 

TSt

Tina's Secret Rival Stahl Hilda Teens  Melody gets upset when her 
mission trip to Mexico gets 
canceled because her mother 
had an injury 

TSt

Tina's Eighteenth Summer Stahl Hilda Teens Tina feels the pressure of 
having to make big life decisions 
such as applying to University 
right after she just broke up with 
her boyfriend

TSt
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1-56179-954-8

0-8007-5251-1

0-8423-1616-7

1-56179-951-3

1-58997-091-8

1-58997-080-2



1-56179-952-1

0-89840-125-9

0-8007-5072-1

978-1-60260-777-
4

080243638-2

0-8024-4098-3

978-0-7642-0445-
6



978-1-4003-1730-
1

1-8604-594-3

0-14-038663-7

0-9685495-0-0

1-55513-028-3

0-310-71021-9

0-89191-738-1

1-55513-025-9

0-8423-8284-4

1-888692-08-1



0-8024-0911-3

0-8024-3682-X

0-8024-3683-8

0-8024-3681-1

00-8024-3684-6

978-0-8024-3686-
3 0-8024-3686-2

0-8024-3687-0

080243691-9

978-0-8024-3692-
4 0-8024-3692-7
0-8024-3667-6

0-8024-3693-5

0-89191-246-0



0-88368-772-0

1-4143-0003-4

0-89107-320

????

????

1-58660-151-2

1-56179-868-1

0-8007-5597-9

0-8024-9580-X

978-0-7624-0982-
6



1-888692-05-7

978-0-7814-4542-
9

???

0-8010-5575-X

0-310-24219-3

0-8423-7216-4

0-8423-7215-6

0-8423-7219-9


